Descendants of Isaac Newton BUXTON

Generation 1

1. **Isaac Newton BUXTON** was born on 22 Aug 1838 in Ohio. He died on 29 Mar 1875 in Edwards, Illinois. He married Elizabeth Rebecca CRAWFORD on 03 Feb 1857 in Jefferson, Indiana. She was born in 1841 in Indiana.

   Isaac Newton BUXTON was counted in the census in 1860 in Jennings, Scott, Indiana. He was counted in the census in 1870 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (physician). He was buried in Jennings, Scott, Indiana.

   Elizabeth Rebecca CRAWFORD was counted in the census in 1860 in Jennings, Scott, Indiana. She was counted in the census in 1870 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. She was counted in the census in 1880 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois ("E R Rucker," married, living with son).

   Isaac Newton BUXTON and Elizabeth Rebecca CRAWFORD had the following children:

2. i. **William E BUXTON** was born on 10 Sep 1858 in Jefferson, Indiana. He died on 03 Jan 1935 in Edwards, Illinois. He married Alice A Cade PETERS, daughter of Fredrick H PETERS and Mary E DALBY, on 06 Dec 1882 in Edwards, Illinois. She was born on 15 Jul 1860 in West Salem, Edwards, Illinois. She died on 27 Nov 1942 in Edwardsville, Madison, Illinois.

   ii. **Elizabeth Ann BUXTON** was born in 1860 in Indiana.

   iii. **Luella B BUXTON** was born in 1862 in Indiana. She married William R BRIDGWELL on 07 May 1876 in Edwards, Illinois.

   iv. **Luolla BUXTON** was born in May 1870 in Edwards, Illinois.

Generation 2


   William E BUXTON was counted in the census in 1860 in Jennings, Scott, Indiana (with parents). He was counted in the census in 1870 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (with parents). He was counted in the census in 1880 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (single, physician, living with mother). He was counted in the census in 1900 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. He was counted in the census in 1910 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. He was counted in the census in 1920 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. He was counted in the census in 1930 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. He was buried in Edwards, Illinois (Ebenezer Cemetery).

   Alice A Cade PETERS was counted in the census in 1900 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (2 of 5 children living). She was counted in the census in 1910 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. She was counted in the census in 1920 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. She was counted in the census in 1930 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois. She was buried in West Salem, Edwards, Illinois (Ebenezer Cemetery).

   William E BUXTON and Alice A Cade PETERS had the following children:


   ii. **Cameron Dalton BUXTON** was born on 10 Jun 1885 in Samsville, Edwards, Illinois. He died on 02 Aug 1885 in Samsville, Edwards, Illinois.

   Cameron Dalton BUXTON was buried in Samsville, Edwards, Illinois (Ebenezer Cemetery).

Maude Ovela BUXTON was counted in the census in 1900 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (with parents). She was counted in the census in 1910 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (with parents). She was buried in West Salem, Edwards, Illinois (Moravian Cemetery).

Herman Christian TIETZE was buried in West Salem, Edwards, Illinois (Moravian Cemetery).


v. FOREST W BUXTON was born on 18 Sep 1900 in Samsville, Edwards, Illinois. He died on 03 Jul 1901 in Samsville, Edwards, Illinois.

Forest W BUXTON was buried in Samsville, Edwards, Illinois (Ebenezer Cemetery).

Generation 3

3. RAYMOND STEWART\textsuperscript{3} BUXTON (William E\textsuperscript{2}, Isaac Newton\textsuperscript{1}) was born in Feb 1891 in West Salem, Edwards, Illinois. He died in 1980. He married Janie Ve Mills, daughter of James F MILLS and Mary C TILTON, on 18 Feb 1914 in Edwards, Illinois. She was born on 09 Feb 1893 in West Salem, Edwards, Illinois. She died on 27 Aug 1930.

Raymond Stewart BUXTON was counted in the census in 1900 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (with parents). He was counted in the census in 1910 in Shelby, Edwards, Illinois (with parents). He was buried in West Salem, Edwards, Illinois (Moravian Cemetery).

Raymond Stewart BUXTON and Janie Ve Mills had the following children:

i. FOREST BARNEY\textsuperscript{4} BUXTON was born on 02 Oct 1914 in Illinois. He died in Mar 1981.

ii. HAROLD BUXTON was born in 1923 in Illinois.